The spatial state of a ferromagnetic sample for pump Now, for g < 0.05 our investigation leads to the am=-fields above the second order SUHL instability [I] is ing surprise, that we get the same results as well with investigated for a model [2] which is based on the fol-the Bloch-Bloembergen damping [3] lowing assumptions and approximations:
-gm,e, -gmyey -29 (mz -1) ez (4) 1. the sample is a rotational ellipsoid with the symmetry axis in the direction of the static field;
2. the transverse pump field is circularly polarized; 3. the exchange interaction is isotropic and the crystal-field anisotropy is neglected;
4. the magnetostatic modes are replaced by the uniform mode and by spin waves with wavenumbers which are integer multiples of a cutoff wavenumber Ak = 2nlL;
5. the magnetization does not depend on the space coordinates lying perpendicular to the static field.
The last two approximations are the most crucial ones. They are adequate for periodic states with a periodicity L much smaller than the radius of the largest sphere which can be embedded in the sample.
Thus, the autonomous equation of motion for the magnetization in the rotating frame around the static field w~ reads
where w is the frequency of the pump field, e, defines the *axis having the same direction as the static field, and he@ is the effective field heff = Re, + w~e , + a azmwhere R is the pump field and N = diag(N1, NL, NII -1) is the modified demagnetization tensor. The term a 8zm is exchange field. The boundary condition is periodic: m (z + L, t ) = m (2, t ) . The magnetization, the fields, and all timescales are dimensionless quantities based on the units Mo, 47rM0, and ( 4 n y~o ) -' respectively. All presented results are computed with the LandauLifshitz damping [3] -gm x (m x he@) with Iml = 1.
(3)
This is true not only for small precession angles, but also for large ones.
The equation of motion (1) is an example of a class of nonlocal dynamics where the time-derivative of the order parameter (here: m) is an explicit function of the spatial average of the order parameter itself. We distinguish between a weakly and a strongly nonlinear case. In both regimes the types of pattern formation are typical for this kind of nonlocal dynamics.
The weakly nonlinear case [4] : in this case the amplitudes of the spatially periodic structures as well as the differences between the control parameter R and its critical value Rc are small. This leads with a multiplescale perturbation theory [5] to the amplitude equation which governs the dynamics of the slowly varying complex amplitude W of the standing wave with the critical wavenumber kc. The coefficients a, P, bs, and 64 can be computed in an analytically straightforward but tedious way.
The amplitude equation leads to three types of stationary states: the uniform state, spatially periodic states with wavenumbers near kc, and amplitude modulated states where the amplitude of the fast spatial oscillation (k = kc) is modulated by a slow oscillation (wavelength: L). These states emerge in four bifurcation scenarios (see Fig. 1 with Ak cc (R -Rc)112 of spatially periodic solutions which are Eckhaus-stable [6] . Figure 2 shows the occurrence of these cases for different values of the _resonance detuning Aw,,, = wres -w and the demagnetization factor N L . The strongly nonlinear case: for large L we typically get stationary state which are built up from two or more "domains" of different locally stable "phases" .
An example with two uniform phases is shown in figure 3. The understanding of such a behaviour of the nonlocal dynamics is in principle very simple: consider the evolution equation (1) with the spatially averaged magnetization f i as a freely adjustable control parameter. Next, we evaluate all values of f i where (1) has at least two stable stationary solutions m l and m2. Then we compute f i in a self-consistent manner:
with 0 I q 1 1, (6) where q is that portion of the total state which is in the phase rnl . This consideration is correct as long as the sum over the widths of all domains walls are much smaller than L. 
